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TIMING IS IMPORTANT IN LAWN CARE 

 

 

   This past week I attended the Agronomy Research Update and in-service training in Lincoln.  

One of the program updates that caught my eye (that wasn’t crop related) was a new app that has 

gone nationwide utilized by golf course turf managers across the country.  It’s called 

greenkeeperapp.com   Greenkeeper is an essential decision support tool designed exclusively for 

turfgrass professionals by the Turf Program at the University of Nebraska – Lincoln but has 

nationwide implications.   

   Users like the computer program because of the mobility to smart phones or tablets and it 

automatically keeps track of product efficacy.  Golf courses that are using plant growth regulators 

benefit by following growing degree day models and the user gets alerts or when control has 

expired from an applied product.   

   You can tag a target pest to the products you add to your turf or report pest outbreaks directly to 

help other turf managers prepare for potential problems. If you ever want a challenge try to 

maintain a bentgrass green!  To date 58 of the top 100 golf courses are using the app and 

altogether 3,600 nationwide.  

   Plugging or Dethatching:  It’s been slow to warm up this March but eventually warmer 

weather will have many of us excited to start improving home landscapes. There are always many 

tasks but don’t be too quick to do aggressive lawn cultivation such as dethatching and aerating 

(plugging). While the soils are warming, the plants are still dehydrated and fragile. Let the plants 

rehydrate and begin to actively regrow before starting aggressive management practices. The 

grass will quickly recover from dethatching and aeration once it beings to grow in early to mid-

April. Patience is a virtue! 

   Crabgrass Preventer:  Everyone always asks when the best time to put crabgrass preventers on 

for the product to work the best.  The first step is thick, healthy turf due to management practices 

to prevent weeds.  Traditionally, the window to apply crabgrass preventers is April 15 to May 5 

provided you read and follow the label or commercial application is done correctly.  Freezing 

temperatures usually kill off any early germinating crabgrass in April.  Split applications work 

even better to extend your control.  Don’t let air temperature fool you when it warms up.  The soil 

temperature at 1 inch depth needs to be > 55˚ F for five days and then you have the best of both 

worlds for application and control.   

   Nitrogen Fertilizer: Generally, turf experts warn against a lot of nitrogen fertilizer in early 

spring. Turf usually grows at a rapid rate once soil temperatures remain around 50-55 F. This 

explosion of growth is thought to be from freeze-thaw cycles during the winter, which release 

plant available nitrogen. Microbial activity is also low in early spring because the soils are cold. 

This means the grass roots have less competition for mineral nitrogen, and the grass surges once 

temperatures are conducive for growth in the spring. Adding large quantities of additional 

nitrogen in early spring can promote excessive shoot growth. This depletes carbohydrate (sugar) 

reserves before the stress of summer.  

 

 

http://www.greenkeeperapp.com/


 

   If you apply a pre-emergence herbicide combined with fertilizer in April, then your May 

nitrogen fertilizer application should be reduced or skipped. Some professional lawn care 

companies have more flexibility with products available to them, and can give a more gradual 

feeding of the grass plants and produce a high quality lawn.  

   Locally there are numerous good commercial outlets that carry slow release fertilizer for sale.  

New this year, Farmer’s Cooperative in Wilber is handling an economical, professional brand, 

slow release lawn fertilizer for home or acreage owners.  

   For more information on lawn care, go to turf.unl.edu or with home fertilizer management go to 

https://go.unl.edu/homenfertilizer 
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